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- Ei_.0 X- PER MIEN'I'
_
 LN 111-1- GULF OF
MEXICO, OCT. 7!
by
Ii. van der Piepen
	1.	 INTRODUCTION
This report deals with a large scale field experimL-Tit, WhiCh
was arranged in support of the Nimbus G - Coastal Zone Color
Scannor (CZC'S) project. The purpose of this experiment was to provide
three air- and two shipborne platforms simultaneously to members of the
Nimbus G Experiment Team (NF.'1') and to other scientists in order to
collect riata from common test sites. Besides establishing fundamental
relations between the light in the sea and the biochemical properties
of water, these data will be ured mainly for the development of
algorithms duriny the pre-launch phase of Nimbus G.
	
1.	 REMOTE-S ENS IN(' -OF- WATER
-
 COLOUR
2.1 The-water-colour-problem
(:) The colour of water as seer, by a remote observer is one
of the most obvious parameters of our lakes and oceans, and therefore
numerous atti 1 mpts to measure the upwelling radiation with the aid of
spectral radiometers and multispectral scanners from low and high altitude
platforms have been reported in the past.
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While s()me of these water colour t;ensort; w-t o :ouccessful in
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recognizing and mapping very distinct features, e.g. avid damps, oil
slicks, bottom reflections, and high setiimont and silt load:: near
river discharges, much research is still needed in order to relate
such parameters as pigment, yellow-stuff and sediment concentrations
in different types of water in a more quantitative way to the radiation
as detected from multispectral sensors on future spacecraft.
(ii) Any colour sensor operates on the principle that the
upwelling spectral radiance from the water is modified by absorbing
and scattering substances in the water, and that by selecting the
proper spectral channel s, :subtle changes in the spxictra can he used to
determine the presence and the concentration of these substances.
(iii) In reality the contribution of the water subsurface
signal occupies only a small fraction of the total upswelling radiation.
More than 80 % of the total irradiance at the receiver is due to sky
luriinance resulting from Rayleigh and Mice scattering within the FOV.
Furthermore, the radiation, which falls onto the water is not constant
due to atmospheric cf feet:; .ind due to changing incident sun angles.
The sea signal comprises the remaining 20 % of the irradiance. This
component originates from the interactions of the (hlwnwelling light_
field with the ocean surface, the water itself in(] the ocean floor.
Variations and interactions among these three components are extensive
and difficult to predict, depending on the sea state, water clarity,
water depth, etc.
ORIGINAL PAGE 1n
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operating in the visible and in the infrared spectral region, which
has been specifically designed for the remote :;ensiny of water. The
six spectral channels are listed in Table 1.
Channel Centre
Wavelength
Half
Width
20 ran
I	 Observation
1 443 rim Chlorophyll Absorption
2 520 nm 20 nm Chlorophyll Correlation
3 550 rim 20 nm Yellow Stuff
4 CIO nm 20 nm Chlorophyll Absorption
5 750 run 100 rim Surface Vegetation
6 11,5 2	 µ	 r Surface Temperature
TABLE 1 : CZCS SPECTRAI. CHANNELS
Channels 1-4 will have selectable gain settings to allow for sun angle
variations during the year. Channel ^) has only one Gain setting as it
is for use over land. (This gain will be comparable to that of MSS
channel 6 on Landsat, but adjusted for the high noon ascending node
orbit of Nimbus G.) Channel 6 uses the best atmospheric window for
day and night ocean surface temperature mapping.
The IFOV of the scanner is 0,05 degrees, which equates a sea Level
square of 825 meters on a side from the nominal orbital altitude of
955 km. The active portion of the scan is 78,7 degrees, which produces
a cross track swath of 1566 kin. The scan rate and IFOV size are such
that each swath overlaps the preceding one by about 25 rx^r cent.
The scanner mirror is capable of being tilted forward and backwards
by plus or minus 20 degrees line of sight about the spacecraft pitch
axis in 2 degrees increments. This movement is comrnandable and is used
to avoid sun glint.
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(ii) The most Important orbital parameters of Nimbus; G
are listed in Table 2.
I .
Expected launch dote
Orbit
Inclination
Height
Period
Orbits/Day
Precession/Orbit
Precession/Day
kepeat cycle
Ascending Node Time
SIC Forward Motion
31 August 1978
sunsynchronous, polar
99,3 0 (to west)
955 km
104 min
13,8
26 0 (westwards)
4,55° (westwards)
79 orbits, 5,7 days
12 neon
6,4 km/s
1
1
i
1
;ABLE ?. : NIMBUS G ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.	 GULF OF tdFXIC0
The Gulf of Mexico is an extremely Nell- studied area. The entire
basi:i forms a semiclosed system with oceanic input through the Jucatan
Channel and outflow through the Straits of Florida. I:un-off from about
two-thirds of the area of the USA and more than half the area of Mexico
empties into the Gulf. This large amount of run-off is mixed into the
surface water of the Western Gulf and makes the chemistry of parts of
this system quite different frorn open ocean areas.
Surface current- patterns and deep-water spreading are largely determ.ned
by topography. Water enters from the Caribbean over the 1800 m Sill of
the Jucatan Channel and leaves through the Straits of Florida with a sill
depth of 600 m. This current has a velocity of 50-200 cin/s and trans-
ports about 30 x 10 6 m3/s. Generally, a spring intrusion of water
intensifies through the summer into a pronounced loop extending north-
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westward into the Cult. In late utinuner this loo} vornetimes becomes a
separate eddy detaching from the main current and drif tiny west ward:..
For summer conditions (due to larger evaporation), the distribution of
surface salinity is usually different from that during winter mt,nths.
In the Eastern Gulf the salinity distr ibut ion is mo dified by the
seasonally dependent loop current. In the North-Wert Gulf the salinity
gradient is determined by the amount of run-off, which varies all the
time.
4.	 'I'EST Si'I'I:S AND CRIIISF. PLAN
--------------------------
.1.1 Platforms
The following platforms were available during this field
experiment.
Aircraft
( i ) U-"Z, flying at high altitude (19,8 km);
(ii) Lear Jet, flying at medium altitude (apl)rox. 4 km);
(iii) Cessna, f1yiny at low altitude (300 in).
Shi ps
(i) "Gyre", belonging to the Texas A and M University. Chief scientist
on board was Prof Dr S.Z. E1-Sayed.
(ii.) ")researcher", belonging to NOAH. Chief scientist can board was
Dr C. M.iul.
4.2 Criteria-for-Test-Site-Selection
'Phe test sites were selected with regard to the folk,wing
criter - i a:
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(i) They should include different typt-a of water with eonpha:;is on
areas with outstanding features, like e.g., dump sites, river
discharges, upwellings,etc.
(ii) Whenever possible they should be within the operation range of
the aircraft used, i.e. relatively close to the U.S. coast.
(iii) They should include at least the boundary of a warm, anticyclonic
gyre, mentioned in section 3 of this report.
(tv) They should permit joint operation of the "Gyre s' and the
"Researcher" in tome areas.
(v) Any schedule should be flexible enowth to allow for bad weather
conditions but also for mobility in ca6e aiy unusual features
should be d 4 scovered during flight operat iou. (The latter
requirement was made possible due to a good communications
system not only between the two ships bvt especially lx,tween the
ships and the different air bases from where the aircraft were	 r'
operated.)
4.3 Cruise flan
The cruise pattern (Fig. 1) w,is pl;,nne•d in consideration of tale
remarks in section 4.2 and included the followini stations:
Outside Galveston (equipment shake do^,m)
Galveston dump site
*	 Dry 'rort uyas
*	 Tampa Iiay
*	 AI)alachre gay
*	 Mississippi River Delta
*	 Deep Water
1^
1
1.
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•	 Campeche Banks
Joint "Gyre" and "Researcher" olx:rations)
As a result of "green" water spotted by the Cessna pilot, another
station (* North of Tampa Day) was added.
Due to bad weather conditions, none of the optical in:;truments were
deployed at the station off the: Dry Tortugas.
Due to the nature of the experiments, stations were occupied for most of
the day, while travelling was donee during the late afternoon and at
night.
5.	 F.XPF.R I MNTS AN[) r2U1 PMt:N'P
5.1 General
In spite of being dedicated to the remote sensing of water,
a number of measurements were taken during the cruise, which are routine
on any ocean-going research vessel. Since the main topics of this field
experiment is water colour, only those experiments being directly relevant
to this phenomenon are discusses' in more detail in this section.
5.2 Airborn1e-e921Ument
5.2.1 11-2 ea!jipment
The water colour payload of the U-2 consists of the
Ocean Color Scanner (OCS) and of four- individually filtered Mitchell- 	 1
Vinton Cameras.
N
5.2.1.1 Ocean Color Scanner	
Ii
(i) The OCS is a 10-channel scanning radio- 	 1
M	 meter, which was designed and built at
I
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. Sire the OCS was s(xecifically
k
Ar^
designed for the remote sensing of water colour frvrn high altitude, it
has been ur; ed durin+l the bast in a large number of related missions. A
lightly modified version of the existing OCS will als3o b ,r flown on a
mission of the Spa ce Shuttle during 1979.
(ii) 'I'hc general instrument and platform
pararrwters are given in 'fable 3.
Aircraft speed	 s	 201 m/s	 (390 knots)
Aircraft altitude
	 19,6 km
IFOV	 3,5 mr
Footprint
	 69,3 x 69,3 m
FOV
	 :	 +450 from nadir
Scan rate (mirror speed)	 2,7 revolutions/:r
Swath width	 39,6 I'm
TABLF. 3 : U-2/OCS SCANNFR PARAMETERS
The critical radiometric and :.I)cctral parameters are listed in 'fable 4.
When flown at the U-2's; operational altitude of 19,8 km, the OC; swath
width is about 39,6 km and the footprint at nadir is apl)roximately
09 m x 69 m. The instrument utilizes a fully r-tating scan mirror
turning at a rate of 2,727 revolutions per second and viewing the earth
through scan angles of 445 degrees from nadir.
Channel
Number
J
Centre
Wavelength
nm
Half-
width
rpm
24,:
Slope of
calibration
Funct ion
mw/ cin2 sr tim V
431 7,290
2 472 26,0 5,5184
3 506 25,0 3,853
4 548 26,3 2,365
5 586 24,1 1,H10
6 625 25,3 1,430
7 f.67 24,:' 1,110
8 707 26,(^ ,9049
9 736 24,0 11,5:.'
10 778 26,1 ,6131
3
1
1 ,	 1
I
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(iii) The optical system i Fi (3. 2) consists
of a Dall-Kirkham telescope (12,7 an),
an optical disperser, a &!"%or optic receiver, and a cluster of 10 Si
photodiodes. The telescope images the scene into a 1. x 1 mm field stop,
past a solenoid :shutter and into an achromatic collimator, which couples
into the disperser. The field stop sets the IFOV at 3,5 mr, and the
shutter serves as calibration ► zero.
The spectrometer :section consists of a plane diffraction grating (26 x 26 min,
-600 lines/ruin), a focusing mirror and an image zeceiving h•!ad composed of
24 fibre optic windows. The output of 10 selected bundles is coupled to
10 photodiodes by means of an optical relay.
(iv) The outputs from 10 preamplifiers are
sampled simultaneously by a 10-bit
digitizer. After adding some housekeeping date, the digital signals
are multiplexed and recorded on a 14-track tape recorder.
5.2.1.2 Mitchell Vi nten camera
In addition to the o(:S, the ocean colour pay-
load contains four Mitchell Vinten camera: using
70 mm film. This film provides an additional means of identifying large
scale features. in most flights, the cameras are loaded and filtered as
shomi in T,jble 5.
The cameras are controlled by an intervalometer, that can be set to
expose a frame at varying intervals. With the 1,75" focal length lens
normally used, coverage of a 13,9 x 13,9 nautical. mile area is acquired.
Overlap of approximately 50 t is normally used in the along-flight direction.
i3
1
1
Eac'-, frame of film is identified, as it is taken, by photographing a series
fj^l
f^
1
mirror is adjustable to provide the same data .ample resolution in th,•
of 100 0 beneath the aircraft.	 In addition,	 a roll compensation of	 rlou
is incorporated into the system. The resolution of digital	 data samples
is set equal to the	 IFOV at 2,5 mr.	 'l • he	 rotational speed of the scanner
f
t
- to -
Camera Film Filter Stwetral fend
1 Pdnatomic-X wratten 12 510-7W run
2 Panatomic-X Schott GG 475-575 nm
•175 + Schott SG 18
3 1'anat omi c- X Schott OC
1 ,70 + Schott BG	 38 580-OHO nm
4 Aerial Color 400-700 nm
SO 242
TABLE 5 : SPECTRAL, tt1:SPONSE OF CAMERAS
.f light emitt ing diodes .in the margin of the film. The identity
contains. flight number, aircraft identification, and thco GMT time in
hour:., minutes:, and seuondr,.
5.2.2 Lear jet. eivivinent
( i ) 'The water colour payload of the L, • ar Jet consists
essentially of the Modular Multispectral Scanner (M `S), which is a
multichannel scanr r "ng radiometer designed and built by the so ndix
.,
Aerospace System_: Division. Tiie M S was the first c • ununercial digital
multispectral scanner tIown. 'l'oday Bendix has produced over nine systems,
including systems delivered to NASA and to customers in Europe, South
America and Asia.
I`
I	 '
r
r
i
l i i) The M ` S can be operated f r utn an aircraft pl .,t fot m,
flying at. altitudes of :1C)0 to 10()(X) m. Tyl)iCal M 25 platform par arnoters
are shown in Table 6. As shown, the M 
2 
S collects data over a swath width
I;
-	 11	 -
1,1 1 Graf t	 vi>.'ed 75 lot) 1 `)O m/s
Aircraft altitude ,5 4 10 km
Foot print 1,25 1t1 25	 to
:swath width 1,2 9,6 .1.1	 km
I FOV 2,5 mr
F OV +500 from nadir
TABIX 6 : TYPICAL M 2 S OPk:1tbTION CONDITIONS
r
^1	 I
^l
di rection of f 1 i yht , e. (t. I tom scan 1 i ne to scan li nt, over a V/Il range
, , I ,^5 to ,025 r/s.
( i i i )	 The optical sy.-:1 cm ( F i.I. :3) consists of the •150
r ,ltal tn.l milt('t , a Dill -Kirkhan teJt-!n •opc with an eftective collect incl
aporture area of 65,2 cm ` . '14w thermal radiation is separated frnnl the
vi.,;ihIc/near infrared ,ne by mean:: l,t .1 di( • htoic • f 11t. • t. 'rhe i ield stop
is than ilnillled ('11to a Si de	 ,	 mlecto- tray by two aUtroatit , lcrL';vs. T11c'
first It , it-; is at its focal Ivn ,Jt 11 f 1 ('Ill t h e 1 1 eld Ft op, illld, t hll:;,
collimates the lw.im 1'efore it tall:; orl a koflec•ting L11111.1k-tion gl-atiny.
At t or disprt lion of t fu• Loam, 1 I%V S0001111 1 0111 .inl.l.les OR energy in a
l ocal  flan, in which the detector array i:; aligned .in,] -.t l i p rat cd. Th(
thermal ch,lnnel u , :; .t H.t:cd:Te detectot 1a'aked at. 11,(( I I by u:;itlg a high-
pass filter with colt -on at 8,0 I1.	 The 11 visihle, near inft.lt I and
thetrn,ll Channel.; .lt( . 11:;tecl in 'fable 7.
Dual thv1 - 111,11 1vfctenc:e:	 n; ad two type:; c  visible/n	 c'ear i.i. ref etencos ar
provided.	 The thermal IL . t(, Io1 e consists of tW(, indel'en,k'rltIY colltI()lled
blackbody source:;, a heat exch.Inger and a dull -tenpteratul'c' cont.cont.rol unit .
The references occupy positions on either :side of the scanner port and
operate over a range froin -1 0 to -t•',tl °C.	 Either skyl i clht (ir a calibrated
lamp with six 11t , 111 1.11 dens;ity 1 i 1tl t:; can h(	 11:;( • (I it 1	 t It^ vi:;lble/near l.t.
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Channel
number
Centre
wavelength
nun
11alfwidth
1 410 r,c^
2 465 50
3 515 50
4 560 4U
5 600 40
6 6110 40
7 68U 40
8 720 40
9 d15 `j0
10 101, 90
11 I	 11000 2500
1f i	
1
ii
i
t
4 1 	 i
P
i
TABLE 7 : M 2 S SPECTRAL CHANNELS
channels. Both sources „hare a common collimating optics assembly, which
fills the scanner entrance aperture (Fig. 4).
The signals from the 11 preamplifiers are digitized (t; bit), intermixed
with housekeeping and reference data and recorded on 11 tracks of magnetic
t alx: .
5.2.3 Cessna equipment
The water colour payload of the Cessna consists of tim
Rapid Scan Spectrometer (RSS) and a thermal radiometer (PRT5).
5.2. _'. 1 Rapid Scan Spectrometer
The RSS is a commercial sliectroradiometer
('l't-ktron.ix), which basically consists of a
vidicon spectrometer (J-20), an oscilloscope (series 7000) and a plug-in
unit (7 J-20). Since the unique feature of this system is its capability
to detect rapidly changing events, a data recording system (analogue tape
recorder with the associated electronics) is usually added. (More sophistic-
ated systems digitize the detect (-d spectrum so that it can ho entered
nto a computer t.ogethc , r with other reference and calibration sf)octra.)
r it
X
1	 I
1
i
a
i
^	 a
I
ii
,I
150 lines/nun
400- 800 nm
4 nm
7 min
10-1000 wri
f/6,0 non-vignetting
neutral density 1,0
neutral density 2,0
500, BOO nm monopass
<400 nrn, <500 rim U.V. blocl:
250-330 nin U.V. pass
20, 50 or 1000 ms
50-3000 ms
	
(20 ins scan)
Grating
Scan range
Resolution
Slit height
Slit width
Equivalent f-nuuiher
Fi Iters
Scan time
Integrate time
.i
j ,
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Referring to Fig. 5 it can be seen that in thf: PSS the measured
radiation is dispersed by a Czerny-Turner monochromator and focused
onto the vidicon target, which gathers spectral data at all wavelengths
simultaneo ,isly. The spectral information is then electronically scanned
from the target and the resultant signal (intensity vs. wavelength data)
can be displayed on the CRT of the oscilloscope and recorded on magretic
tale. Spectral areas of interest are identified with a movable wavelength
marker. Two modes of electronic scanning are provided in the RSS system;
Normal repetitive and integrate mode.
The electronic plug-in provides the interface between the spectrometer/
detector assembly and the display or storage system. The plug-in contain.;
the circuitry for scanning, eignal processing and amplification. As a
quick-look facility for rapidly changing spectra, a storage oscilloscope
is used. Specif ications for the system as used on the a ircraft. are
listed in Table 8.
i^
r '
1
TABLE B , RSS S PEC I FI CATION:.
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5.2.3.2 Precision Radiation 'rhermometer
'rhe Precision Radiation 'Thermometer
model 5) in a commercial int rared
radiometer (Barnes), which is usually included in remote sensing
operations so of to determine the variation of the water surface tempera-
tune.
The 1'1tT-5 consists of an optical head and ail 	 control unit.
The optical unit compares the amount of radiant energy emitted by the
target with that t-mitted by an internally controlled, optically chopped
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temperature cavity, thus providing absolute valuc-s of infrared radiation
levels. The unit uses an immersed thermist.or detector to sense the target
tempt-rat in (,. An objective lens and alx-vial interference filter are .Ised
to limit the bass band to the atmosphere 8 to lA 11 wi ndow. With the
2° FOV the instrument covers a ground slot size of 10,7 in (at 305 m
altitude).
The t'lY1'-5 offers three selectable response time- - 5, 50 and 500 in: .
Nigh and low level electrical output_; are available from the electronic
unit for monitoring and recording purposes.
5.3 !-;h i pb2122- 221!1   pment (lt. V. "G re, " unl )
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5.3.1 Secchi disc
( i ) The Secchi disc has been used since the middle of the
last century to obtain some measure of water transparency. It was used
widely because of its simplicity although its optical properties were
not well specified nor was the method for its use.
The Secchi disc experiment measures the attenuation of the contrast of
a submerged object_ along a vortical path and could be described in theory
by the equation
- is -
-(a + K)k
C  _ Co e
where C0 is the inherent contrast of the object against its background,
C  is its apparent contrast as seen by an observer at some distance, k
is the length of the path of sight, and a and K are the attenuation
coefficients for collimated and diffuse light. If the reflectance of the
w,iter column and that of the disc for the photopic band are known, Co
can be determined, while values for C  are available from the literature.
Thus, in theory the Secchi depth can be used to calculate the stun of
the diffuse and the collimated attenuation coefficients. In order to
determine a or K individually, additional measurements would have to be
made.
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(ii) Secchi disc readings are usually obtained on thu
shadow side of the ship to avoid, in so far as possible, the undesirable
effects of surface reflection. In this case the disc will be lowered
right through the ship's underwater shadow, which obviously can result
in very large errors in the depth reading and makes comparison of
different measurements difficult.
It is also essential that the disc should remain horizontal, otherwise
the lighting on its- surface will not be correct.. the white painted
surface of the disc must be maintained at a known reflectance. The
practical value of C  should best be determined experimentally and the
parameters affecting its value should be specified.
In short, a Secchi disc should be calibrated against modern m(!,i:curements
of a and K. However, if modern instruments are available, Secchi disc
readings do not really render useful additional information.
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5.3.2 Irradiance measurements
5.3.2.1 General
These measurements are undertaken to determine
the spectral properties of the underwater light
field, its variation with depth, and the manner in which it is altered
by the composition of the water mass.
A measurement of the downwelliny spectral irradialic H z ( X ) at different
depths z for instance can be used to determine the diffuse attenuation
coefficient K(X) in various parts of the water column according to the
relation
}
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Similarly, measurt -iients of the up- and downwelliny spectral irradiance
in the water can be used to determine the spectral reflectance k(X) of
the water column at various depths according to
N( ),) upwclling
'^(^) - II(^) dokrrwelliny •
usually, radiation measurements underwater are jofelrcd to scimultaneuus
measurements of the downwelliny light field above the surface, for instance
in the form of the spectral irradiance II0(%).
UI,- and downwelliny irradiance measurements above and below the water
surface were undertaken on the "Gyre" by means of various .adioinc-ters.
Besides their device of sophistication and accuracy, these instruments
differed mainly with regard to their spectral coverage, slectral
resolution and with re gard to the manner in which they were deployed
from the ship to avoid the ship's shadow.
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5.3.2.2 Sincrle channel radiometer
This instrument has been designed by :, ► .	 lts
spectral response is broad (halfwidth approx.
100 nm) and peaks in the green spectral region. The underwater cell is
referred to a gimbal-mounted deck cell. The sea cell was lowered from
a crane so as to determine the attenuation of the light as a function of
depth. 'this information was used in an experimental simulation of the
primary productivity.
5.3.2.3 Four channel radiometer
(
	
	
This instrument has been designed by NuAA/NESS
for general use by all NET members and other interested people. The model
use .t on the "Gyre" was a prototype to be tet;ted during ti cruise. It
measures sequentially the up- and downwelling irradiance in the water in four
u
narrow spectral han(_js, 	 which correspond to those of channels 1-4 of the
Nimbus G/CZCS (see: 'rawe 1). Alternatively, light from a built-in
calibration lamp and "Zcro" light from a cavity can be monitured. The
optical system makes use o a filtered diode array (Isotek. Corp.) for spectral
;eparation.
Other design features are:
(i) a choppod optical input to the diode array;
?	 (i i) autornatic and manual gain set t i nyr;;
E)))	 ( i j i ) a pressure transducer as depth indicator;
11
	 (iv)
	 it 	 :censor;
I (v) 8-bit A/D convcrsic n and paral 1c•1 bit transfer of all signals
through the cable;
(vi) a digital voltmeter and printer it; the deck control. unit.
The instrument. Was lowered from a crane in a po^sit.ion icl.it ive to the
;un which minimized the effect -1 the ;;hih':: shadow.
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5.3.2.3 Spectral scanning radiometer
This system was desilnled ):y SIO and built by
Gamm.t Scientific inc and consists of two sub-
mersible scanning spectrometers and one matched, gi , (bal mounted scanning
spectrometer which in used simultaneously on deck. The t wn) sul.mer..ible
spectroradiometers ( one for upwelling, one for downwelling) are mounted
in two floats which ran drift up to approximately 50 m away from the
main ship (Fig. 6). All three units are remotely controlled. Data are
collected through the cables in a digital format with the aid of a central
data acquisition and processing system, which also contains calibration
spectra.
S^ ^^ctral coverage is from 350 to 750 n(n with a resolution of 5 nm. In
reflectance measurements the inputs of the two submersible units are
adjusted to the same depth. The units are serviced from a rulit)er dinghy,
which somewhat limits their use to relatively calm wc' -her conditions.
5.3.3 Transmittance meas u rements
(i) The principle of the kk^am transmittance meter is to
produce a pdrr ► llel beam of light which, after passing a water path of
fixed length x, .impinges on a detector (I•'ig. 7).
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Thu t rarnsmissometer system includes a depth transducer, tho mistor and
X -Y rec()rder, --r, that tran.missivit.y (per cent/meter) and t 1 ,crtiture can
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wavelength
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The instrument is designed for the^	 purpose. A measuring the attenuation
coefficient uO ), def inod as the sum of the absorption coefficient plus
total scattering coefficient. Therefore, it has to be highly efficient
in excluding the scattered light. This can be achieved with flame accuracy
if the receiving optics is telescopic with a very narrow anqular field
of view.
(ii) The purpose of measuring the attenuation coefficient
at various depths in to obtain quantitative values of a(A) to be used in
the calculation of the propagation of light, but also to correlate a(k)
with the concentration of suspended particles, especially with ))hyto-
r
	 plankton.
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(iii) The in situ transmissometer on the "Gyre" was
designed and built by S10. The optical system consisted of a cylindrically
limited light bc-am 1 in long with a diameter of 19 mm. The mean acceptance
anyle of the receiver is , 5 0 . Thu photocell is masked with one of f our
Wratten filters, which, combined with the spectral distribution of the
source and the senf:itivity of the detector, have :spectral chr, ► .,ctut ist.ics
as shown in Table 9.
be recut-3ed continuously as
The optical system is caiibrareu su 111au air LrarILmlLLarl(=e 1L oJ,J %
and the blank is 0 t. (The 85,5 % air :setting accounts for the increase
in the transmittance of the four optical surfaces in contact with water
when the instrument is imtnersed.)
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(iv) The transmissometer was lowered together with a
submersible pump (model 1 P 809 Dayton Electric Mfg. Co.), which pumped
1
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the sca water throu(1h a hose into various laboratories.	 F
5.3.4 Fluorescence measurements
5.3.4.1 General
(i) Cellular chlorophyll-a fluoz^sscence is a
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convenient measure of l.hytoplankton
concentration although it has bean found that it delr!nds on the physiolo-
gical state of the cell. In particular, the intense sunlight that often falls
on midday surface waters inhibits cell fluorescence. Only below a certain
threshold irradiance, fluorescence is independent of ambient light intensity.
(ii) The standard technique for chlorophyll-a
determination makes use of a flow-through
'Purner Lluorumuter with continuous excitation, which render, a continuous
record of the fluorescent signal on a strip-chart recorder. This system
is used on stations so as to obtain a depth profile, but also while the
ship is moving with the aid of a water inlet in the how c,f the ship. In
	^ T
	the latter case a continuous: record of surface chlorophyll is obtained along
the track of the ship. Care has to be t.iken that no air bubbles are intro-
duced into the flow-through sy,tum.
	
t	 5.3.4.2 Variosens In Situ Fluoromc•ter
t'.
(i) The Variosens Fluorometer ha.s been delitined
i
and built by Imp;lsphysik Gml l li.	 It consist,3
of a transmitter and a receiver (Fig. 9). lrntenss^ blue light pulses from
If
a flash Lump illuminate a small water volume to be,
 tested. They excite
1 Y
fluorescence which is detected from a suitable photodiode in conjunction
1	 ^
.l
1
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with a peak-height detecting circuit. This circuit delivers a continue";!;
signal to be recorded in spite of the transient_ excitation (approx. 5
f 1 ashes/s) . The spectral response of t hQ f i 1 t cr cr,mbi nat i oI1 (f 1 ae;)i-
lamp and detector) is matched to the absorption an;] tluore5_vn1
of chlorophyll-a (Fig. 10).
(ii) The instrument is submersible at
be used either stationary (depth profile) or while the ship is
slowly.
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FIG. 10 : ABSORPTION AND FLUORESCENCE OF CHI,OROPHYI.1.-A
During thi:; c • iuise the Vat iosci,:; w.,:; :;c.!;ponded 1 m below the water surface
from a specit,l t loat, which could be towed at : ;Ix ed:; c,f ul, to 10 knot--;.	 r I I e
t iuorescent signal wa y transferred th<<,ugh ., cahlt • to the electronic control
unit on deck of the ship.
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6.1 Cruise data
Although weather conditions were not always favourable, the
combined measurements taken on the various platform:: will render a
large .tim,mit of hasic and C?.CS-related data.
A preliminary discussion of the result.,; will	 take place during the
next NET meeting to take place in Miami at December 7-8, 1977.	 IL	 is
expected that during this meeting it will	 also be ctuci ded in which format
the final data will be compiled and edited.
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programme by NA.;A.
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